Spirituality or Singularity

SPIRITUALITY

MIND OF THE COSMOS
It does not take too much of investigation to understand that our world, Nature, climate,
physics, biology, human psychology, etc., run according to a certain logic. When we learn about
this logic we discover that no human person imposed this logic on the world; rather, we
conclude, that this logic existed before we, humans, were born and it will continue to exist after
we pass away from our physical world. So, we can see that there is a certain intelligence that
exists in the background of everything we experience here. This is the “mind” of the cosmos.
What is a mind? Mind is a set of algorithms. A computer’s mind is software installed there,
these are applications we download, which allow us to access data or help from the internet or
specialized services provided via internet. We understand very well that computer software,
applications, games, school resources, GPS, all the research models in any scientific area, all the
computer tools like drawing, calculating, communicating (through emails, for example), all this
software was thought of and designed by people.
This brings us to the next question. Who designed the mind of cosmos? The answer to this
question has been debated for as long as thinking humans existed on our planet. Some say that
that was a specific deity, others that was God. A small minority of people believe that there is
no logic involved in life of all creatures, and that we are all a result of an accident. This kind of
thinking is very shallow, as even simple laws of physics or chemistry prove that there is an order
(laws) behind the existence of the world. So, the mind of God will forever be a mystery for this
group of people.
The deeper the thinking of people is, the easier it is for them to analyse and think about the
mystery of the mind of God. One of the interesting facts about the cosmic mind and our own
mind is that they are actually the same. The design behind them is the same. Otherwise, we
would not be able to decipher the world we live in. The only difference between the mind of
the cosmos and our mind is the scope of considerations. We could say that our minds are a
small part of the mind of God, which is concerned not only with the lives of people on a small
planet like ours, but also with lives and interactions of all beings in the entire cosmos, whether
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they are sentient and biological, purely physical or energetic. So, for example, the movements
of stars, star clusters and galaxies can be measured and predicted, providing we understand the
laws guiding interaction between these phenomena.
As a maturing civilization, one of many civilizations in the cosmos, we need to be able to
appreciate our role in the larger scheme of things. The sceptics, shallow minded people and all
those who do not want to know much about the universe, cannot stop the majority of people
from accepting of our connection with all phenomena in the cosmos and from striving to
understand that connection. And this is where healthy spirituality comes in.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALITY AND SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT?
A well-developed, highly evolved human person is a person who understands all dimensions of
human life. We are spiritual beings having a physical experience. To understand our roots we
need to encompass many aspects of human experience in our considerations. Our roots are
spiritual (whether in the beginning we understand it or not), our soul is actually located in a
different dimension, and it is a minute part of God. The soul is our connection to a deeper
world than the world we see with our eyes. And what is this deeper world? It is the Heart and
Mind of God, it is the universal Life Plasma, it is the Reality which encompasses the entire
Universe, all dimensions ─ subtle (non-physical) and physical. Because through our souls we are
connected to this Great Reality, we and this Reality are ONE. And although in the physical
dimension we see ourselves as separate beings, in the deeper dimension we are all connected
and form one Universal Being. The Heart and Mind of God contains all information we need to
know to live in our world and all information about other worlds. It contains universal laws,
which are the principles on which life and its continuation in this universe are based upon. We
do not need to invent universal laws – they already exist; we just need to comprehend what
they actually are.
Since we are part of a reality larger than our known home planet Earth, it is indispensable for us
to understand those universal laws. Consciousness, as energy, is created by the Source of All
there is, and it is the means of the Soul-God communication. Quality of this communication can
range from very crude and simplistic to deep and sophisticated. In a model of human psyche
described by IQ, EQ and SQ, the crude quality of understandings are linear and IQ dominated.
On the other end of the scale we have three dimensional (IQ, EQ and SQ) fully developed bridge
to understanding the Mind and Heart of God. So the Soul-God connection can be as wide as a
“highway” or as narrow as a “hardly visible path in the dense forest”. When people compare
their approaches to spirituality and their relationship with God, they will have different stories
to tell depending on the strength of that Soul-God connection. A healthy spiritual education
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enables people to discover greater grounding in Soul-God connection and to widen the
connection path. Highly evolved spiritual people are wiser, more mature, kinder, principled,
more responsible, and concerned with the whole of humanity and not with their personal
agendas only. The fact that in this current civilisation we observe the reversal of such ideals
simply proves that true human values have been corrupted. Only the return to genuine spiritual
education can restore us to the understanding of real human values and real human potential
in ourselves.
In a world where people have freedom to express their views, we see quite a lot of published
work by atheists. When people do not have any connection to the deeper universal reality, they
describe in their works the little they know. In a case of colour-blindness, a person does not see
colour. It does not mean that colour is not there. The same is with the atheists. It is a pity that
they expand so much arrogance trying to prove everyone else wrong! Humility is obviously
lacking here. Linear thinking like that has already fell under the spotlight of researchers, who
consider intellectual thinking, measured by IQ (Intelligence Quotient) as not sufficient in the
modern view of overall human capabilities. People of high IQs usually can be characterised by a
low emotional quotient (EQ), which creates a major flaw in their reasoning. Human beings are
not only intellectual beings or ‘animals’1, as some say, but they are also sensitive to a big range
of feelings, which, in fact, inform choices we make. A person with a reasonable amount of EQ
will make different choices from the one who is only intellectually (IQ) driven. People who can
be characterised by a certain IQ and a certain EQ already have a superior psychological make up
to those with only a reasonable IQ. Additionally to IQ and EQ, we need to distinguish a quality
of SQ, which is a quotient of spiritual intelligence, facilitated by intuitive connection to universal
spiritual laws. With a reasonable amount of spiritual intelligence we do not act on our feelings
automatically, as we are guided by the Soul-God connection and intuitively feel the response
from our soul – we say that we have conscience. People who possess all three types of
intelligence in their psyche are the ones most developed as human beings; they are capable of
widest and deepest possible considerations of phenomena when arriving at their conclusions.
The university degrees, many people with high IQs possess, do not necessarily lead to the
attainment of higher capabilities in their understanding. Intellectual pursuits can be (and
usually are) very narrow in their scope of considerations. The conclusions of such thinking have
fundamental shortcomings, which in our day and age should be clearly recognised for what
they are.
Spiritual development should be a significant part of education system in any intelligent society.
Human beings can develop their IQ, as well as EQ and SQ. This is the reason we are born. This is
our task in life: to comprehensively develop and to attain spiritual maturity. Today we do not
1

The term “intellectual animal” could be actually close to truth.
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attain spiritual maturity – only a chronological maturity and then we die. The most significant
part of our assignment in life, according to spiritual understanding, is missing entirely from the
education system. Religious education, provided by the religious and sometimes secular
institutions, should not be mistaken for spiritual education. Religious education in the Western
world is given as a set of rules for living, it is highly doctrinal, and at the end, one could compare
it to the set of teachings supporting the general educational goal of development of IQ.
Doctrinal teachings and information, rules and codes of contact are still intellectual pursuit
materials. Religious education today is, in most part, a system of indoctrination of Earth’s
population.
Spiritual education, by its definition has connection with God’s Mind and Heart and with Life,
on which the entire universe is based. Spiritual education is a LIVING science of increasing
capability of a person to know and connect with God. It is not a passive teaching about spiritual
phenomena; it is a science enabling development of person’s appreciation of spiritual world,
spiritual energies, of mind expansion, heart-felt deepening of feeling for another living
creature, growth in innate, personal comprehension of new phenomena and growth in wisdom
about the world and the universe. Spiritual education is essential to enable the individual and
overall Earth population’s increase in SQ. This is our task when we are born here on Earth.
Everything else is subservient to this necessity of growing in God’s awareness.
Human species is an evolutionary race. We have the potential to increase our intelligence, and
hence our understanding of ourselves and the Cosmos. We have the potential to become
masters of our lives; we can potentially travel far and wide in the physical universe as well as in
the multidimensional universe. There are no limits on the amount of knowledge we could
potentially gain through undergoing the LIVING spiritual development. This process is enabling
a continuing expansion of our capabilities, which some people today call ‘powers’. The term
‘powers’, is used by many greedy people, who wish to attain advantage (powers) over others.
The ‘capabilities’ is a more appropriate word, which describes naturally appearing
enhancements in extra sensory perception, intuition, telepathy, etc., which students discover
in themselves, when correct studies in spiritual development are followed.
We are all cosmic beings. We belong to the Grand Universe and need to start accepting these
notions. This is our reality. And we must start understanding this ever evolving existence better
by becoming spiritually developed. The current system on our planet is not conducive to
relaying the living authentic spiritual knowledge and wisdom to the population. We must find
other ways of moving forward and leave the existing system behind. It is not serving our
greatest potential as cosmic beings; it is a hindrance and in fact, it is an outdated indoctrination
tool. Spirituality is innate in every person; if people wish to explore their spiritual potential,
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they should be allowed to do so without the mediation of any religious authority of any faith
today.

MISREPRESENTATION OF TRUE SPIRITUALITY
The goals for people living in our civilisation seem to be very well established. Education system
for the young, religious and cultural upbringing produce generation after generation of people
working for their living, bringing up families and then making exit from this world. Such pattern
is also well known in societies of ants and bees. And yet, we do not need to prove our claims
that capabilities of human beings are so much greater than that of the ants or bees. Let us not
be led to our grave by false limitations, which have been imposed on our human civilisation. A
human being is capable of much, much more than procreating and working for a living.
The limitations imposed by the current system, although not often clearly visible to an average
person, are designed to use people’s capabilities in order to bring profit to those who clearly
benefit and reap rich fruits the system brings to them. It is not difficult to identify those
individuals or groups who benefit in this status quo. The point of my writing is that these
individuals or groups have little or quite skewed idea of the need for humanity’s spiritual
development. They themselves show very little or none comprehension of spirituality. And
although they are big on religion (all possible shades) imposed on the masses, they always have
and continue to pursue one-dimensional, linear thinking, supported by their high or very high
IQs, lacking emotional EQs and empathy. They have always used people for labour, as lower
class working for them; it was the case with royalties in the past and present, higher classes,
capitalists, banking industry, etc.
The royalties and power brokers of this world do not want ordinary people to become more
psychologically and spiritually developed, lest they become too smart and refuse to continue
playing their part in this game of lies and deceit. They themselves cannot see the criminality of
such behaviour, as they do have a different value system than this imposed on ordinary people.
They do not want us to know, that they consider our attitudes of love of others, helping others,
compassion, etc., as weaknesses of the mind. In our way of understanding, in a spiritual mind’s
understanding, such attitudes and behaviours as displayed by the royalties and the rich are
parasitic. We do not realise that we have been led for thousands of years, through wars,
misery, destruction, manipulation, by parasites that happen to have clear conscience, because
they consider themselves better, more developed, more powerful and generally entitled to
taking advantage of others (the weaker ones). This is NORM for them.
The simple truth of this situation is that without people agreeing to work for them, the higher
classes would not be in a position to benefit financially and would not be able to continue
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building their empires of power on the sweat and tears of ordinary people. The system they
designed is obviously benefiting them. But the universe is a rich place of thought, and we can
design a different system, many different systems, which would be better for us than the one
we have had imposed on us.

SINGULARITY
“UNITED HUMANITY”
In parallel with ordinary people the planet hosts a group of not-so-ordinary ones, the so-called
“leaders”, drivers of progress, futuristic gurus, technology experts ─ people who have formed
powerful corporations, research institutes, government organisations, such as NASA and many
more. There seems to be a specific agenda which is driving the efforts of all these people. Our
civilization has been technologically progressing at an accelerating speed since the beginning of
industrial revolution. People involved in these technological industries become more powerful
and influential with every year. Today, persons like Elon Musk or Richard Branson and many
others, have clearly positioned themselves as “visionaries” and have taken on roles to lead this
civilization technologically. They seem to possess enough of independent wealth to drive the
space exploration and beyond-planet travels.
We know from the past that there have always been hidden developments (R&D and all stages
of completion) in many industries and that at some stage these projects (if successful) were
revealed to the public. Additionally then to what we are being told that actually exists and is in
operation, there are many new ventures, which are being tried and tested. We can be sure that
a lot of money and resources are being spent on all these ventures. In this context, our planet
seems to continue being a rich source of resources for the next industrial revolutions (stages
2.0, 3.0, etc.).
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been popular with some people in this group of the so-called
leaders of the future. Dr Raymond Kurzweil has been an outspoken leader on this subject for
many years. He, in fact, has written on the subject, was involved in creating a dedicated
Singularity University. He has been teaching at that university for many years now. In his book,
The Singularity is Near (released in 2005), he outlines the plans for a “united humanity”, which
he suggests will be attained when we reach SINGULARITY (a metaphor borrowed from physics).
He says that the goal of AI is Singularity.
There is no attempt to clothe the concept in spiritual terms; this is strictly a technological
endeavour. Dr Kurzweil assures us that by 2045 we will have cloned the human brain into its
smallest details and then this brain template will be used as an artificial computer system
(Super Brain) that will connect all other human brains on the planet. This is how Dr Kurzweil and
his friends suggest humanity will become unified as one mind (Singularity) in many bodies,
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centrally controlled from this Super Brain. According to Kurzweil we all will have our own
personality intact, but we will also be telepathically connected in this global, electronic
network, which will become part machine and part biological.
In this proposed scenario, technological upgrade of the world population goes much further
than just providing us with powerful computers (as it has been the case up until now). This
upgrade is leading to a fundamental change of our entity as human beings. This is not a
proposition to tinker at the edges or some minor improvement of a machine; it is an assault on
our biological being and the potential this biological body can provide us with, as this potential,
as mentioned above, has not been fully realised yet. There are many reasons to believe that
such an assault is a purposeful strategy of AI philosophy-driven “big end of town”.

AI AGENDA AND TRANSHUMANISM
Today some people are very excited about transhumanism. Transhumanism is leading us in the
direction of transcending humanism, meaning we are to become something else than what we
are. For these fanatics, compared with computers ─ a human being’s mind does not have
enough calculating speed or information storage capacity (all highly desired IQ qualities) to live
in the future side-by-side with powerful computers. People like Elon Musk and many others
have suggested that we must accept having a chip implanted in our brains to be able to
navigate our technologically super-future. In fact such implantations have already taken place
in various research programs and recently a Swedish firm “upgraded” their staff with implants.
We can only assume that these developments are showing us a direction the AI agenda is taking
us into the future. In fact, with the automation programs designed to replace human labour
force, which increasingly includes white-collar workers, we could potentially find ourselves as
outsiders of the system. Why do we not see this scenario? Why are we in denial? Very shortly,
in the next few years, we could become the recipients of the universal basic income (UBI) and
only those dare-devils, who would accept the implants, would find themselves employment in
the new AI-driven economy.
As mentioned above Dr Kurzweil said that AI agenda is the attainment of Singularity. When we
become connected to a powerful Super Computer we will be in a position to access entire
human consciousness in a technological “cloud” and for that we will be much wiser. There is no
mention though, that in this scenario the individual will of all these connected people will be
substantially undermined. In fact, nothing is being said about manipulation of humanity into
this scenario, which has been happening on a world-wide scale since the end of the WWII. The
technological changes until the present day have been happening relatively slowly, not to alarm
or shock the unprepared people. At the same time a giant technological field, including
research, industry, and let us not forget to mention marketing, have been developing slowly
under our radar, with overt or tacit approval of governments. Today, AI-driven agenda is the
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“bread and butter” news for every citizen of the planet; we have digital TVs, computers, smart
phones and other devices in our homes, the AI is reading our responses and is following our
steps through those devices, even if our mobile phones, for example, are turned off.
Movements of ordinary people are being monitored, recorded and analysed by AI, which is
becoming dangerously ubiquitous, and possibly quite independent by now.

MAINTAINING UNCERTAINTY AND THE POWER OF MONEY
It is extremely important today to come to the understanding of true intentions of people, Dr
Kurzweil represents. He predicts that by 2045 we will have attained Singularity and that we will
take a super-leap in intelligence and unity as a new kind of super-humanity, even immortal ─
through technological upgrade! Let us not continue our dream-like state of believing in good
intentions of all those people working for the AI agenda before it’s too late. We are running out
of time! The story (according to Kurzweil) that Singularity is a natural step in our evolution is a
LIE. We are biological beings and the technological assault is designed to turn people into
cyborgs, and through this means, finally to attain control over the planet’s population. This is
the true agenda of transhumanism. Let us not even have the year 2045 in mind ─ this figure is
most likely just another lie. The AI agenda may be much closer to the realization than they
“predict” today! Let us not be foolhardy.
There is a lot of information and disinformation on the subject of AI and transhumanism.
People are divided, since there are a lot of enthusiasts who like the idea of strengthening the
individual and of unifying the society. Yes, these are very noble goals for our civilisation, in fact
these are spiritual goals. But in the spiritual understanding, supported by true spiritual science
and wisdom, these goals are to be attained while we are 100% in our biological bodies. This
spiritual information has been kept from us, as the RULERS and CONTROLLERS of our civilization
do not wish us to evolve spiritually. They prefer to keep us uninformed about these matters;
the Church has done a very good job in hiding those facts and keeping people in dark. When
uninformed, we are much easier to manipulate into AI subordination. And that is very obvious
in today’s world of marketing, manipulation, conceit, and ill will toward the ordinary human
population.
It is clear that the agenda of keeping people in suspense and in uncertainty creates a lot of fears
about the future. As a planetary civilization we are undergoing an existential crisis and have
been for quite some time. We are being bombarded with threats of various kinds: conflict
driven policies to create wars, wars in many parts of the world, threats of nuclear holocaust,
close encounter with another celestial body, pandemics, climate calamities, earthquakes,
tsunamis, invasion by aliens, prophecies of the end of the world, and on, and on. How a healthy
sane person can react to these never ending threats? How is it that an average person in the
world is longing for peace and prosperity, the politicians promise this during elections (e.g.
power to the people) and we always end up being manipulated and lied to, because the war
paranoia and this continuing manipulation and threatening, is not ending?
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Let us not be fooled into thinking that this chaos is just that, a self-propagating, accidental
chaos. No, it is a relentless, purposeful attack on human population, which creates stress, fears,
depression and many other psychiatric disorders, suicides, loss of hope and natural joy of life.
Let us also not be naïve to think that science is going to solve our problems. This notion has
been created to dampen our alertness and to impose good fuzzy feelings about the “allpowerful” science. Promoting science as a solution to many problems is one of the singularity’s
soft advertising tools. Promoting globalization and one world government are economic and
social tools in this agenda.
Fearmongering seems to be the strategy that is working very well with humanity’s soft
psychological make-up. Now we need to ask a very important question: if the governments are
working for the people, why they allow these attacks to arise and continue? And if these
perpetrators are not representing governments ─ whom do they represent? Why humanity gets
both ends of the stick? Is working hard for the money, paying ever increasing taxes, living the
diminishing quality of life ─ not enough? The behaviour of the RULERS ─ whomever they might
be ─ shows parasitic characteristics. A parasite will destroy its victim because this is its design
and philosophy, it is in its DNA, so to speak. Parasite will not transform into a noble, spiritual
being, because this is not its makeup. A parasite will always remain what it is. Unfortunately,
many people do not realise the dangers of the AI parasite phenomenon and they are happy to
continue driving its agenda forward. Dr Kurzweil has been instrumental in creating the
Singularity University in the US, and have proudly educated hundreds (if not thousands) of
students – similarly enthusiastic followers of his ideas.
The rich citizens of our planet make themselves very busy in maintaining the technological
progress ─ part of which is revealed to the public and part still shrouded in mystery. We would
not know about these secret space and weapons programs were it not for the many whistleblowers, who are coming out in great numbers these days.
In the latest e-news of “Futurism”, under the column Enhanced Humans we read:
“In March (2017), Elon Musk announced his gambit to merge human and machine with
a Brain Computer Interface (BCI) called Neuralink.
…
This technology would take the form of an injectable neural lace ─ composed of a mesh
of electrodes ─ that would augment the human brain, adding another layer to the cortex
and limbic system that is capable of communicating with a computer (essentially
creating cyborgs).”
If we tried to be completely neutral and non-judgmental, we could say that Mr Musk can do
with his money what he wants. But because today we are on the edge of a chasm into oblivion,
and we are being dishonestly driven toward giving up our rights to a Super Computer ─ we must
decide NOW if we want to be subservient to it. Other powerful financial magnates, in the same
way as Mr Musk, have their plans for humanity. Some of these people cooperate, some drive
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their agenda in ways we do not fully understand, but they certainly look as if on a mission. And
who knows whom or what is behind their agendas.
And we, the ordinary folk, live in a system of “dos” and “don’ts”, strict rules for survival, as if
there were no other possibilities to create and organise society and a life on a planet. We do
not know about other options, because the system does not allow for a genuine spirituality; it
does not encourage people to develop spiritually and become wiser. The system we have been
born into is one dimensional, with IQ as a marker, it is a system of linear dynamics designed to
keep people in the mode of supporting this system (in other words, recreating the same system
again and again), so that those people who run the system, can continue doing what they have
been doing without problems, despite the overwhelming evidence that this system is antispiritual and it actually does not support ordinary citizens – but exploits them.
The ethics and morality, so strongly advocated by religions to the masses, do not appear to be
relevant for the players from the big end of town, who, as a matter of fact, brake all possible
rules of conduct invented for humanity. In their minds, everything goes! Conceit and lies parade
as Truth, evil doing puts on a face of Goodness, Humility has been replaced with arrogance,
which thinks of itself as a “winning attitude”. Is it OK for big players, corporations, government
and private institutions to be involved in deceit, crime, human and drug trafficking; is it OK to
cover up secret satanic rituals, rape and paedophilia; is it OK to create false flag events and
many other sinister activities, just to keep citizens scared and uncertain of tomorrow?
Had we been more spiritually developed, we would not give in to threats and manipulation.
Wars would not exist on the planet. Ordinary citizens do not want wars, but somehow the
powers that rule the planet force people to take part in wars perpetrated continually on
innocent people, civilians, children, women, elderly and all those who abhor war. Wars are a
continuing picture of this civilization. The ruling powers benefit from wars financially and in
other, less obvious ways. They continually create scenarios to justify wars on countries, ethnic
or religious groups or even individual citizens deemed to be “terrorists”. There was no period
on the globe without a war for thousands of years.
It is possible today to put together a picture of possible reasons for this dire situation. And
although there could be multiple reasons for the war mongering strategies perpetrated here,
we must start somewhere with identifying them. The most obvious reason is lack of true
spiritual awareness of people who are in charge of our governments and leading institutions.
No spiritually developed person would want to see anyone hurt; no spiritually developed
person would want to start a military conflict for profit or any other clandestine reason. Military
Industrial Complex, up until now highly secretive organisation in the USA, has been behind
many war initiatives for reasons the ordinary citizen has no understanding at all. The excuses
given to the public are fake, made up of lies, like for example weapons of mass destruction
“stored in Iraq” before the US invasion in 2003.
We believe that we have democratic system of electing people for public offices. And for as
long as we continue believing in this tale, we will be led by the “elected” representatives like
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sheep to a slaughter. For hundreds and thousands of years there existed a ruling class in every
country on Earth. These people have been claiming rights to rule, often divine rights to rule.
These people have created and maintained the system until today, and they are adamant that
this is the best system for us.

***

Let us then answer the question: should we be interested in SPIRITUALITY OR SINGULARITY?
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